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Imprint 

Copyright © 2021-03-11 by T-Systems. All rights reserved. 

T-Systems International GmbH, Frankfurt am Main, Germany 

The information contained in this document is the proprietary and sole property of  

T-Systems. Use, duplication, or dissemination is subject to prior written permission of  

T-Systems. This information may not be used by or disclosed to others for any purpose 

except as specifically authorized in writing by T-Systems. By accepting this document the 

recipient agrees that neither this document nor the information disclosed herein nor any 

part thereof shall be reproduced or transferred to other documents or used or disclosed to 

others for manufacturing or for any other purpose except as specifically authorized in writ-

ing by T-Systems. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Contact 

Product Hotline 

Phone:            +49 711 999 5477 

E-Mail:            cadcam.hotline@t-systems.com 
                       support.comfox@t-systems.com 

 

Product Support 

Phone:            +40 30600 5544 

E-Mail:            product.support@t-systems.com  

 

Internet:          https://plm.t-systems-service.com/en/comfox 
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1 Welcome to COM/FOX 

This guide offers the quickest way to install and begin using COM/FOX.  

COM/FOX (multi Format Optimized eXchange) in essence is an optimization tool with 

interfaces for CATIA, the standard formats STEP, VDAFS, as well as for Virtual Reality or 

Visualization formats such as JT, OpenInventor (IV), Stereo lithography (STL) or Virtual 

Reality Markup Language (VRML). 

The COM/FOX conversion process takes place in several steps, optionally in batch mode 

or interactively: 

▪ Read the input data into the internal geometry kernel 

▪ Set the conversion parameters 

▪ Automatic optimization in the internal mathematical  representation of the processor 

kernel 

▪ Specific conversion for the target system (surface types, polynomial degree,  

continuity)  

▪ Save model in the target format 

The COM/FOX interfaces consist of Reader and Writer modules for various input or output 

formats. 

This is the COM/FOX converter availability matrix: 
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2 System Requirements 

2.1 Application Requirements 

COM/FOX runs on the following operating systems: 

▪ Windows XP 64-bit 

▪ Windows 7 64-bit 

▪ Windows 10 64-bit 

 

2.2 Memory Requirements  

The source physical machine must meet certain memory requirements. The minimum 

memory requirement on the physical machine for running COM/FOX is 1 GB. The rec-

ommended memory is 8 GB. Depending on what conversion you want to run, you will 

need at least 16 GB of RAM. But probably more and the more the better. 

2.3 JAVA JRE Requirements 

The JAVA based user interface of COM/FOX requires at least JAVA JRE 1.7.  

2.4 CATIA Requirements 

COM/FOX comes up with a CATIA V5 Reader and Writer module based on the CATIA V5 

CAA API. Both require CATIA V5.  The CATIA V5 Release <nn> required by a certain 

COM/FOX Version is specified on the label of the installer package or in the name of the 

installer executable. 

Any service pack level of this CATIA release is supported. 

In general, if you do not use the KBL Writer of COM/FOX, the CATIA configuration license 

DP2 (Drawing Production 2) is at least required.  

The CATIA license configurations  

▪ MD2 (Mechanical Design 2) 

▪ HD2 (Hybrid Design 2),  

▪ ME2 (Mechanicl Engineering 2) and  

▪ AL2 (ALL-IN-ONE Marketing) 

will do as well. 

 

For KBL export you will need a CATIA license that supports the EHI (Electrical 
Harness Installation) framework. 
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When you install CATIA for use of COM/FOX, you must install the CATIA V5 
program packages for electric functions.  
This is required even if you do not use any CATIA V5 electric functions or 
COM/FOX KBL export. 

 

2.5 T-Systems Network License Manager 
The T-Systems Network License Manager (T-Systems LICMAN) Version 2.0 must be in-

stalled as a prerequisite.  

LICMAN software and User's Manual can be downloaded from T-Systems ServiceNet: 

http://plm.t-systems-service.com/en/licman  

 

For setting up a LICMAN license please follow these step-by-step instructions: 

1. download the  'Licman ID-Tool' from LICMAN download site 

2. find out the ID of your computer by using the 'Licman ID-Tool' 

3. provide the LICMAN Id of your computer to T-Systems Product Support   
(product.support@t-systems.com) 

4. next T-Systems Product Support will generate a COM/FOX license for you 

7. download LICMAN software and install LICMAN using this license:  

Please refer to LICMAN User's Manual' for details. 

 

If you need assistance in LICMAN issues, please contact T-Systems Product Hotline  

(cadcam.hotline@t-systems.com) 

 

mailto:product.support@t-systems.com
mailto:cadcam.hotline@t-systems.com
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3 Installing COM/FOX 

3.1 Starting the Installer 

First make sure that the system requirements have been met. 

Then login as Administrator and go to the folder that contains the installer file and execute 

the installer.  

For Windows the installer usually has a name like comfox_x_y_z_RNN….exe where x,y,z 

are the COM/FOX version number and NN is the CATIA release,  

e.g. comfox_6_6_0_R29_ix64_JTTK10211_1393.44686.exe for COM/FOX V6.6.0 

and CATIA R29 (V5-6R2019). 

 

The automatic installation procedure cannot install COM/FOX in a customized 
CATIA environment, however it works fine for any default CATIA installation. 

3.2 Integration into CATIA V5 environment 

If you have to integrate COM/FOX into a customized CATIA V5 environment follow the 

instructions in chapter 4.2 of the User Manual. 

3.3 Adding a license 

For adding a license file for COM/FOX please refer to the LICMAN manual. 

You can download this manual from T-Systems ServiceNet: 

http://plm.t-systems-service.com/en/licman 

3.4 Uninstalling COM/FOX 

Windows: 

COM/FOX can be safely uninstalled at any time by choosing the program entry in the 

“Add/Remove Programs” applet in the Windows Control Panel. 
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4 Running COM/FOX 

COM/FOX comes up with three user interfaces: 

▪ CATIA integrated (Workbench) for all CATIA conversions (also called CATIA Addin) 

▪ Batch start 

▪ JAVA user interface 

4.1 Running COM/FOX in Batch Mode 

4.1.1 Edit Options file 

Create or open a COM/FOX options file like e.g. 'comfox.opt'. 

You find example option files in:  

<installation path>/comfox_<version>/B<nn>/go/config/sample, 

where B<nn> represents the corresponding CATIA V5 release. 

Modify the option file as required. Options have a syntax like "-<opt>=<value>", 

where 

opt option name or shortcut 

value value of the option 

 

For a description of all available options (and shortcuts) for COM/FOX refer to the 

COM/FOX options description in the User Manual. At least you will have to change the 

‘InFile’ and ‘OutFile’ options. 

4.1.2 Batch Start 

To start the COM/FOX processor in batch mode, proceed as follows: 

➢ Change the directory to  

<installation path>/comfox_<version>/B<nn>/go 

Here you find the batch start file and the COM/FOX option file. 

Windows: 

➢ Execute:  

START - Programs - T-Systems - COM FOX B<nn>- COM FOX Console 

➢ or start a new command shell with 'comfox.bat' in  

<installation path>/comfox_<version>/B<nn>/go directory without any 

parameters. 
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From this new shell enter 'CXPComfox' with an option filename as a parameter  

e.g. CXPComfox  myComfox.opt. 

 

 

If you have got a customized CATIA environment, you have to adapt the file 
'comfox.bat’.  

You will find specific instructions in the mentioned file. 

 

4.2 CATIA integrated Workbench 

Windows:  

You can use the desktop icon named ‘COM FOX CATIA V5 R<nn>. 

 

Some options are not directly available in the CATIA Addin or JAVA user inter-
face. To specify these options use the option tab ‘More’ and the input field ‘Addi-
tional parameters’.  
However, we recommend to use the option templates. Hereby it is as well possi-
ble to set company option defaults. 

4.3 JAVA User Interface 

The JAVA based user interface for COM/FOX allows the definition and execution of batch 

conversions in a comfortable manner. 

With the user interface, it is possible to combine several conversions into a single job.  

Windows:  

You can start the user interface by either double clicking on the desktop icon 'COM FOX', 

by executing:  

START - Programs - T-Systems - COM FOX B<nn>- COM FOX Java UI 

or by executing the following batch script from the installation directory: 

<installation path>/comfox/B<nn>/go/comfox.bat java 


